For High-Fidelity PCR

Pfu Beats Taq Every Time!

If you're using Tth or Taq for PCR for DNA probelee has some mistakes in it.

Pfu polymerase for accurate PCR!

Call Stratagene or your Stratagene distributor for the complete picture...

Accuracy of PCR Polymerase
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NATIVE Pfu DNA POLYMERASE
Catalog #600135 (100U), #600136 (500U)

RECOMBINANT Pfu DNA POLYMERASE
Catalog #600153 (100U), #600154 (500U), #600159 (1000U)
With Packard's Revolutionary *Surround TR-LSC*® Detector

Packard's new Tri-Carb® 2770TR/SL with "Surround TR-LSC" lets you achieve detection levels never before obtained in a multipurpose LSC. The 2770TR/SL can detect less than 10 mBq of $^{241}$Pu, $^{99}$Tc, $^{137}$Cs, and $^{90}$Sr/$^{90}$Y in only 500 minutes using glass or plastic vials. And, by using Packard's new Ultima Gold™ LLT environmental LSC cocktail, your sample preparation will be safer, easier, and faster than ever.

Less than 1.1 Bq/L of $^3$H in water can be accurately measured in only 500 minutes, and $^{14}$C can be age-dated to >51,000 years in only 2,000 minutes with disposable glass vials. Alpha/beta discrimination is also available to make the 2770TR/SL the most complete environmental counting system you can own.

*Surround TR-LSC* combines patented TR-LSC with a Bismuth Germanate (BGO) cosmic detector guard in a compact bench top system. The result is low level performance so sensitive that it surpasses that of the bulky, heavy, floor mounted specialized LSC's. Best of all, the Packard Tri-Carb 2770TR/SL does it with disposable glass and plastic vials in normal laboratories!

Call today for more information about the exciting new Tri-Carb 2770TR/SL.

---

**Packard Instrument Company**, 800 Research Parkway, Meriden, CT 06450 U.S.A.
Tel: 203-238-2351 Toll Free: 1-800-323-1891 FAX: 203-639-2172
Web Site: http://www.packardinst.com Email: webmaster@packardinst.com

Packard International Offices:
Australia, Mt Waverley 61-3-9543-4266; Austria, Vienna 43-1-2702504; Belgium, Brussels 32-2-4668210; Canada, Ontario 1-800-387-9559; Central Europe, Vienna 43-2230-3263; Denmark, Greve 45-42939223; France, Rungis (33) 1 46.88.27.75; Germany, Dremeich 49 6103 385-0; Italy, Milano 39-2-339107967/8; Japan, Tokyo 81-3-3866-5850; Netherlands, Groningen 31-50-5413960; Tilburg (013) 5423900; Russia, Moscow, 7-095-238-7335; Switzerland, Zurich (01) 481 69 44; United Kingdom, Pangbourne, Berks (44) 01734 844981.
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Whatever your form of expression...
No matter what form your mammalian expression takes—transient, stable, or episomal; intracellular or secreted—Invitrogen has a vector for you. As the leader in Gene Expression products, Invitrogen carries the largest selection of mammalian expression vectors. Every vector we offer is designed to help you reach your expression goals easily and efficiently. If your expression plans include laboratory research, Invitrogen can help. Give us a call today for more information.

**pcDNA3.1 and pcDNA3.1/Zeo**

pcDNA3.1 and pcDNA3.1/Zeo are designed for high-level expression and ease-of-use. The cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter/enhancer is positioned upstream from an optimized multiple cloning site for maximum expression. The bovine growth hormone (BGH) polyadenylation signal ensures efficient transcription termination and polyadenylation. To make subcloning simple, the vectors are available with the multiple cloning site in the forward (+) or reverse (-) orientation. For selection of stable transformants, you’ve got a choice, neomycin (pcDNA3.1) or Zeocin™ (pcDNA3.1/Zeo). Zeocin™ offers more rapid selection in mammalian cells than G418 and requires three- to four-fold lower concentrations of antibiotic. The result is a cost savings of as much as 50%!

pcDNA3.1 (+) or (-) Cat. no. V790-20 or V795-20
pcDNA3.1/Zeo (+) or (-) Cat. no. V860-20 or V865-20

**pSecTag**

If it’s high-level expression, efficient secretion, and simple purification you’re looking for, look no further. With pSecTag you get it all. Your protein is expressed from the CMV promoter/enhancer, while the secretion signal from the V-J2-C region of the mouse IgG, facilitates transport of your protein to the medium. For rapid purification and detection there’s a C-terminal tag containing six histidine residues and the mbp epitope. To simplify subcloning in frame with the secretion signal, pSecTag is provided in three reading frames. Finally, the unique Zeocin™ resistance gene provides rapid, cost-effective selection in mammalian cell lines.

pSecTag A, B, & C Cat. no. V900-20

**pcDNA3.1/His**

For high-level expression and rapid purification of N-terminal fusion proteins the choice is pcDNA3.1/His. The CMV promoter/enhancer drives expression of your protein which is fused to the N-terminal Xpress™ tag. The tag sequence includes six tandem histidine residues for one-step purification on nickel-chelating resins (i.e. ProBond™) and the Anti-Xpress™ epitope for rapid detection of fusion proteins with the Anti-Xpress™ Antibody. In addition, an enterokinase cleavage site permits removal of the fusion partner. For simplified cloning in frame with the N-terminal tag, pcDNA3.1/His is provided in three reading frames.

pcDNA3.1/His A, B, & C Cat. no. V385-20

**pZeoSV2**

If your research requires the use of more than one selectable marker, check out pZeoSV2. pZeoSV2 carries the unique Zeocin™ resistance gene for selection in both E. coli and mammalian cells. pZeoSV2 can be used alone, or cotransfected with neomycin- or hygromycin-resistant vectors. The SV40 promoter/enhancer for expression of your gene in mammalian cells is followed by a multiple cloning site in the forward (+) or reverse (-) orientation. In addition, pZeoSV2 is only 3.5 kb, which simplifies subcloning while increasing transformation and transfection efficiencies.

pZeoSV2 (+) or (-) Cat. no. V850-01 or V855-01

with 375mg Zeocin™
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Twist and flies
Dual-Luciferase™ Reporter Assay System

1 TUBE

2 ASSAYS

30 SECONDS!

**Greater Accuracy** Promega's Dual-Luciferase™ Reporter Assay System™ combines the benefits of the firefly luciferase assay with an assay for sea pansy (*Renilla reniformis*) luciferase, to provide a rapid, single-tube, dual-reporter assay for internal normalization of gene expression measurements.

**Vectors** Four different Renilla Control Reporter Vectors are available: pRL-SV40, pRL-CMV, pRL-TK, pRL-null.**

**Fast** Lysates of cells co-transfected with the firefly and *Renilla* luciferase genes are quickly prepared with Passive Lysis Buffer. Firefly luciferase is measured by adding Luciferase Assay Reagent II. *Renilla* luciferase is measured immediately afterwards by adding the Stop & Glo™ Reagent, which simultaneously quenches the firefly luminescence and activates the *Renilla* luminescence.

**Complete** System contains sufficient cell lysis and assay reagents to perform 100 Dual-Luciferase™ Assays. The assays can be performed in standard luminometers without need of reagent injectors. Passive Lysis Buffer is ideally suited for generating complete lysates of cells cultured in 96 well plates.

**Turner Designs Luminometer** TD-20/20 is now available. This new instrument can measure luminescence from cell lysates or living cells in culture. It comes with pre-installed software for performing Dual-Luciferase™ Assay measurements. With optional programmable single and dual auto-injectors.

See our Internet site or call us for more information.

Promega Corporation, 800-356-9526 · Madison, Wisconsin 53711-5399 · Toll Free in USA 800-356-1970 · Phone 608-274-4330 · Fax 608-277-2516

See our Internet site or call us for more information.

Promega Corporation, 800-356-9526 · Madison, Wisconsin 53711-5399 · Toll Free in USA 800-356-1970 · Phone 608-274-4330 · Fax 608-277-2516

Internet: http://www.promega.com · Promega products may also be purchased in the USA from Fisher Scientific · Toll Free 800-766-7000 · Fax 800-226-1165 · Branch Offices: Australia 1-800-225-123 · France 05 48 79 99 99 · Japan 03 3560 7951 · Netherlands 071 3224 244 · Switzerland 01 830 70 37 · United Kingdom 0800 376994 · Joint Ventures: China 21 6963 5156 · 370 993 5607 · International Distributors: Argentina 1-891-7849 · Austria 1-891-469 · Belgium 0800 1826 · Brazil 031 375 1240 · Canada 900 267-7424 Chile 2-334-0233 · China 10 334-0233 · Colombia 1-244-9193 · Czech Republic 02 200/0115 or see Ger. Export · Denmark 44 98-88-22 · Egypt 03 3560-2000 · Finland 0350-2500 · France 1-43-33-67-17 · Germany 06221 50 21-22 · Ger. Export 49-2215 61-14 · Greece 01 643-8338 · Hong Kong 2751-9464 · Hungary 01 231-0344 or see Ger. Export · Iceland see Sweden · India 11 684-5555 · Indonesia 21 723-1016 · Ireland 01 4949-944 · Israel 9 9497-550 · Italy 055-521871 · Japan 3-3270-0236 · Korea 244-5911 · Luxembourg 31 71 3224-34 · Malaysia 3-718-3960 · Mexico 01 519-3463 · New Zealand 9-570-3200 · Norway 065-541059 · Poland 66-32-0707 or see Ger. Export · Portugal 14 198-1613 · Russia 006-138-4254 · Singapore 77-7284 · Sri Lanka see Czech Republic · South Africa 11-476-9457 · Spain 3-404-25-14 · Sweden 0346-33032 · Switzerland 061-220-9910 · Taiwan 02-732-6877 · Thailand 2-294-7777 · Turkey 216-385-8321 · Uruguay see Argentina · Venezuela 2-265-001

©1996 Promega Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Prices and specifications subject to change without prior notice. Rev.050996
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**Pushing the limits**

Field-effect transistors have been made with organic materials but need further optimization before they can be used in applications such as flexible displays. Torsi et al. (p. 1462) measured the field-effect mobility of electrons in α-sexithiophene from over a temperature range from 4 to 350 kelvin and obtained an excellent fit to their data with Holstein's model, which describes the transport as small polaron motion, or hopping transport, for the higher temperature conditions. These results indicate that materials with lower polaron binding energies should be sought.

**With the crust on**

Magas derived from the mantle may interact with the crust during their ascent. A key problem in tracing the origin of the magmas is resolving crustal contamination. Kersting et al. (p. 1464) examined a suite of volcanoes lying astride thin but chemically distinct continental fragments in Japan. The chemical variations among the volcanoes change across the crustal boundary, implying that even thin continental crust has modified the mantle magmas.

**Viral protein versus p53**

The transcriptional regulatory protein p53 controls the expression of proteins that regulate cell growth, and p53 mutations are frequently associated with human cancers. Dobner et al. (p. 1470) found that an adenovirus protein, E4orf6, can inhibit p53 transcriptional activation. E4orf6 binds to the carboxyl terminus of p53 and prevents the amino terminus of p53 from interacting with TAFII131, a TFIID component in the initiation complex.

**A mechanism for deep earthquakes**

The structural transformation of serpentine, an abundant mineral in subducting slabs under high pressures and temperatures, is considered to be a primary cause for the deepest earthquakes (450 to 650 kilometers) recorded along subduction zones. Irfune et al. (p. 1468) studied the structure of serpentine in a multianvil apparatus. At pressures from 14 to 27 gigapascals and relatively low temperatures (200 to 300 degrees Celsius), serpentine became amorphous and dehydrated and rapidly recrystallized at higher temperatures. Deep earthquakes, assumed to occur at higher temperatures, may result primarily from the dehydration of serpentine.

**Chromatin connection**

The packaging of DNA into chromatin helps regulate transcription. SPT6, an essential gene in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, has been implicated in the control of chromatin structure. Bortvin and Winston (p. 1473) found that Sp16 mutations cause alterations in chromatin structure in vivo. The Sp16p protein interacts directly with histones and can also mediate the assembly of nucleosomes in vitro in an adenosine triphosphate-independent manner.

**Controlling calcium**

Coordinated regulation of cellular functions requires interaction between signaling pathways. Jayaraman et al. (p. 1492) provide evidence for regulation of intracellular calcium concentrations by a tyrosine kinase of the Src family. Activation of the T cell receptor caused the tyrosine kinase Fyn to associate with the inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) receptor, a calcium channel that releases calcium from intracellular stores. Phosphorylation of the IP3 receptor increased the probability of opening of the calcium channel. The results reveal a mechanism by which activation of nonreceptor tyrosine kinases in response to stimulation of receptors on the cell surface can then cause an increase in intracellular concentrations of calcium.

**Environmental estrogens**

Chemicals in the environment that act like natural estrogens have been suspected to have the potential to disrupt normal reproductive function of exposed organisms. However, these compounds are much less potent than natural estrogens. Arnold et al. (p. 1489; see the Perspective by Simmons, p. 1451, and the news story by Kaiser, p. 1417) tested the effects of combinations of two environmental estrogens on binding and activation of the estrogen receptor. Combinations of the compounds were 10 to 1600 times more potent than the individual compounds in activating estrogen receptor-mediated transcription. The synergistic biological activity of the compounds reflects synergistic binding to the estrogen receptor.
Why Gamble?

The right result, every time, with ECL Western blotting

Life is often a game of chance, but this need not apply to Western blotting, particularly if you use the ECL system from Amersham International plc.

ECL Western blotting offers performance when it matters, every time. As the above results show, sensitivity levels are at least 2.5 pg with only a 30 second exposure (in fact, levels as low as 1 pg can be detected). Furthermore, light output is maintained for 6 hours after initial incubation. Far greater sensitivity and versatility than equivalent ¹²⁵I and colorimetric methods.

Easy optimization and clear results at all protein concentrations has kept Amersham™ as the market leader for this application. ECL is the 'Gold Standard' for all purposes giving top quality results every time, and is supported by an unrivalled reference list including over 600 citations in scientific publications. Coupled to this are Amersham's films, membranes and molecular weight markers, and its technical and customer service.

Why take a risk? With ECL Western blotting, the dice are firmly loaded in your favour.

The faces of the dice show a typical result obtained using ECL Western blotting reagents. In this example, human transferrin dilutions were separated and transferred to Hybond™ PVDF. Following immunodetection, the blot was detected using ECL reagents and exposed to Hyperfilm™ ECL™ for 30 seconds. Protein loadings (in pg) are 500, 100, 50, 10, 5 and 2.5.

ECL

Amersham International plc
Amersham Place, Little Chalfont,
Buckinghamshire, HP7 9NA England.
Tel: +44 (0)1494 544000
Fax: +44 (0)1494 542929

USA Arlington Heights
Il: (800) 323 9750
Japan
Tokyo: (03) 38 16 1091

All goods and services are sold subject to the terms and conditions of sale of the company within the Amersham Group which supplies them. A copy of these terms and conditions is available on request.

ECL, ECL device, Hybond, Hyperfilm and Amersham are trademarks of Amersham International plc.
© Amersham International plc 1996. All rights reserved.
Create a bibliography in one step:

In some bibliographic programs it takes as many as 10 steps to create a bibliography once the in-text citations have been placed in your document. With the new EndNote Add-in (included in EndNote Plus 2.1), simply choose Format Bibliography from Word's Tools menu and EndNote will create the bibliography instantly!

Keep track of only one document:

When formatting bibliographies in some other bibliographic programs, you have to keep track of up to 3 separate documents. Using the EndNote Add-in, you can kiss this confusion goodbye!

Revise the same document as many times as you need:

The EndNote Add-in has no problem with last-minute revisions that you've made to your document. You can select another bibliographic style or you can even add or delete citations. Each time you choose Format Bibliography, the EndNote Add-in will automatically update your citations and bibliography in your document.

Available for Macintosh and now for Windows!

- Speedy 32-bit processing
- Works under Windows 3.1, Windows 95, Windows NT and Macintosh
- Works with Microsoft Word 6 and 7 (Windows); 5 and 6 (Macintosh)
- A true Word Add-in (not just a collection of Word Basic macros)

There's More . . .

- EndNote is compatible with WordPerfect and other word processors (no Add-in)
- Includes bibliographic styles for more than 300 journals
- EndLink (sold separately) imports from more than 100 online databases and CD-ROMS
- Imports from Reference Manager®, Papyrus® and some other bibliographic programs
- If you use any bibliographic program, you qualify for a competitive upgrade price. Call us for details.

"...the most powerful citation manager you can find, short of a personal librarian."
— PC Magazine, December 1995

"Despite its power, EndNote Plus remains surprisingly easy to learn and use."
— Macworld, April 1995

"So the next time you need to prepare a bibliography, don't sweat it—use EndNote Plus 2.

— PC/Computing's Windows 95 Buyer's Guide
Whether you need a refrigerator full of primers and probes, or an exotic, one-of-a-kind modified oligo, Genosys is always ready to "build to suit."

Unlike many other suppliers, we actually welcome your special requirements. For example, labeled oligos for non-isotopic detection. Our "assorted flavors" include biotin, fluorescein, alkaline phosphatase, digoxigenin, ABI dyes, and rhodamine. All routine at Genosys.


Of course you’ll also want the highest quality. So you’ll be pleased to learn that Genosys delivers every oligo with its own Quality Assurance Certificate, including digitized PAGE analysis, quantitated yield, melting temperature, MW and µg/OD. As for delivery, standard orders are shipped within 24 hours; can anyone beat that?

If you have particular requirements for research-ready DNA—or if you’re just very particular about the DNA used in your research—call, fax or e-mail for our latest catalog. Maybe we can build something together.
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Immunological Tolerance

In the 22 March issue, three papers on immunological tolerance (Reports, J. P. Ridge et al., p. 1723; M. Sarzotti et al., p. 1726; T. Forsthuber et al., p. 1728) were featured, as well as a major comment on them in Research News (E. Pennisi, p. 1665). Because these papers purport to overthrow the major tenets of modern immunology, they have received even wider publicity over the news wires and in many daily newspapers.

While the research reported in these papers is competently done, and the results interesting, it is unclear how the inferences and conclusions drawn by the authors could have passed peer review. Nor is it clear why the authors' elaborations of these inferences should have been so uncritically reported in Research News.

It has been demonstrated for almost 30 years that there is nothing mystical about the fetal or neonatal period. The fetus of many species may express immunological competence to many different antigens at different stages of gestation and even beyond birth (1), and the mouse has long been known to slowly expand its immunological repertoire during the neonatal period (2).

We have known for almost 100 years that the mammal cannot distinguish between noxious and benign antigens; indeed, Paul Ehrlich's 1897 side-chain theory of antibody formation (a selectionist precursor of Burnet's Clonal Selection Theory) fell from favor precisely because of the demonstration that a host of nonpathogenic substances might induce an immune response. The concept of a "danger signal," with its implication of an evolutionary basis, is not viable.

We have known for well over 30 years that the balance between active immune response and tolerance induction (and maintenance) depends on a wide variety of factors, including the physical and chemical nature of the antigen, dose, timing, mode of access to the immune system, and so forth; we have long known also that the adult may be rendered tolerant under appropriate conditions (3).

The balance between tolerogenic and immunogenic dose, between B and T cell tolerance, between one and two signals, and the entire question of self-nonsel has been debated widely since Burnet's original formulation. Burnet's initial theory has been modified substantially by later data; to raise it now as a straw man to be demolished is not reasonable. These questions are scarcely new.

Arthur M. Silverstein
Institute of the History of Medicine,
Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine,
Baltimore, MD 21205, USA
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Response: Neonatal tolerance has fascinated the immunologic community for 50 years, resulting in apparently conflicting publications that can be broadly divided into three groups which state that neonatal antigen exposure causes (i) clonal deletion, (ii) suppression, or (iii) an immune response (see Silverstein's letter). The prevalent view has been that the neonate is immune privileged.

The three reports in the 22 March issue may have resolved this controversy and demonstrate why neonatally induced immunity has been perceived either as clonal deletion or suppression. In our report (p. 1728), for...
example, we showed that memory cells lose lymph node homing receptors and lose their ability to migrate to lymph nodes (figure 1 in the report). Hence, when lymph node responses are studied, as has been the case in the past, the lack of antigen reactive cells seemed to suggest that these cells were clonally deleted, which substantiated the clonal deletion model for neonatal tolerance. But, as we have shown, the memory cells were simply redistributed in the organism (figure 1 in the report). Furthermore, we have shown that neonatally induced T_{H2} immunity results in apparent suppression when T_{H1} immunity is measured (table 1 in the report). The previous data, which seemed to conflict, reflect a single mechanism: induction of T_{H2} immunity.

Clearly, the currently favored clonal deletion model is insufficient to fully explain self-tolerance. Our reports have added two important aspects to this discussion. First is Matzinger’s danger model, on which she comments below. Second, our findings substantiated the active T cell tolerance idea, showing that what was thought to be “suppressor cell”-mediated self-tolerance actually translates into T_{H2} cell-mediated effects.

With regard to the “wide variety of factors” that can define outcome, there has not been a basic understanding of the rules that govern the outcome. This is where the impact of our studies lies. Matzinger and her colleagues showed that it is the type and activation state of the antigen-presenting cells that decide whether a response is engaged or tolerance results. Sarzotti and her co-workers determined how the dose of the virus affects response. Our own report showed that the adjuvants can reliably guide the response to the T_{H1} or T_{H2} directions.

I agree that “these questions are scarcely new,” but for the first time there may be a satisfactory answer concerning the mechanism that underlies neonatal tolerance.

Paul V. Lehmann
Department of Pathology,
Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, OH 44106-4943, USA

Response: Roughly two millennia before Copernicus, Aristarchus proposed a heliocentric model to explain the motion of the planets. Why was it ignored? Thomas Kuhn’s suggestion was that, at that time, there might have been no general dissatisfaction with the reigning paradigm (Earth at the center) and therefore no reason to abandon it (1). By the time Copernicus suggested his version, the motion of planets could no longer be easily explained by the view that the Earth was central, and the intellectual community was ready for a “new” idea. During that period of almost 20 centuries, there had been many findings that did not fit with the ruling paradigm, but most of them went unrecognized, examples of the “retrorerecognition” phenomenon (2), whereby clear anomalies in a paradigm are recognized only after a new conceptual framework has been set forth to replace the defective one.

Roughly 100 years ago, as Silverstein points out, Ehrlich thought that the immune system’s primary function was to detect and protect against noxious pathogens. It seems that this view was replaced by Burnet’s self-nonself model because the latter was better able to explain two new phenomena, the ability to raise immune responses to nonnoxious substances (3) and the discovery of neonatal tolerance (4). Over the ensuing years, both of these findings were extensively examined and, in both cases, some clear anomalies appeared, many of which were ignored. For example, a variety of nonpathogenic substances can indeed induce immune responses, but, as Charles Janeway has emphasized, they almost never do in the absence of immunological adjuvants, which contain bacterial products (5). Thus, the mere presence of “foreignness” is
not enough. Some essence of pathogenicity is also required.

The picture with neonatal tolerance has also been clouded considerably since the original pioneering experiments. As Silverstein mentions, there have been scattered examples in which neonatal immunity rather than tolerance was seen. We referred to some of these in our paper and have since been made aware of others (6). Altogether, these studies showed that neonates were able to make many different kinds of responses. They cleared viruses, generated graft-versus-host disease, and made T1,1 and T1,2 responses; and a few experts in the field began to understand that neonatal tolerance was more complicated than had first been envisioned. Yet many immunologists were unaware of the complications, and recent textbooks continue to describe neonatal tolerance in terms of the immaturity of the neonatal T cells (7).

Why have the anomalous findings had so little impact?

Perhaps this was another case of retro-recognition. The findings simply didn’t fit with a paradigm that had found its strongest early support in the original neonatal tolerance experiments, and there was no alternative model to fit them into. If youthful immune systems were able to respond to a variety of antigens, making a variety of responses, how could self be distinguished from nonself? Although some scientists attempted to deal with the problem by changing the temporal model to a spatial one (moving tolerance into the thymus, where the T cells, rather than the individual, are immature), these models could not easily account for tolerance to tissue-specific peripheral antigens, and no self-nonself model can account for new antigens that might appear throughout life.

Looking back, a historian of science might wonder what would have happened if Peter Medawar’s group had gotten a different result. Although Burnet’s Clonal Selection would certainly have prevailed as the modern operating model, what would have happened to self versus nonself? Perhaps Clonal Selection would have served as a mechanism to generate specific responses to dangerous pathogens and to allow for antigen-specific memory.

Our results, in combination with those of the other groups showing that neonatal mice can respond, open up the possibility of a new model based on clonal selection but not on self and nonself. Although the results, by themselves, do not disprove the self-nonself model (8), they do undermine one of its experimental underpinnings and are more easily placed in the context of the “danger” model (9), which suggests that the immune system is primarily concerned with detecting and protecting against “dangerous” pathogens and that tolerance is a continuous process regulated throughout life by each bodily tissue. We were pleased that Silverstein reminded us of Ehrlich’s early views. We could be in far worse company.

Ephraim J. Fuchs*
John Paul Ridge
Polly Matzinger
Section on T Cell Tolerance and Memory (Ghost Lab),
Laboratory of Cellular and Molecular Immunology,
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD 20892, USA

*Present address: Johns Hopkins Oncology Center, Baltimore, MD 21287, USA.
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Automatically determine HLA types with tools from an ÅÄÖ country?

Can you say your method of determining HLA types is completely accurate? If not, a new approach to detecting HLA types offers you real accuracy.

Introducing HLA SBTyper,” the new software for automatic sequence based typing from Pharmacia Biotech in Sweden—an ÅÄÖ country.
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Response: Our report demonstrated that the susceptibility of newborn mice to a virus was not the consequence of a "slowly expanding immunological repertoire" but an example of immune deviation (1) driven by the relatively high dose of virus encountered by the neonatal immune system. The development of type 1 or type 2 responses is determined by the dose of virus inoculated in newborn mice and influences the development of protective immunity. Our report and those of Ridge et al. and Forsthuber et al. used non-"mystical" concepts and approaches (dose of antigen, type of APCs, adjuvants) known to the immunological community for a long time. However, in combination these approaches offered a simple and comprehensive explanation of immunological nonresponsiveness in newborn mice.

Marcella Sarzotti
Research Service,
Veterans Affairs Medical Center,
10 North Greene Street,
Baltimore, MD 21201, USA and
Department of Microbiology
and Immunology,
University of Maryland School of Medicine,
Baltimore, MD 21201, USA
E-mail: msarzott@umabnet.ab.umd.edu
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The three reports on immunological tolerance provide intellectual support for the clinical observation (1) of down-regulation of cellular immune responses in patients receiving allogeneic blood transfusions. This is particularly well documented in organ transplantation, surgery, and cancer. Recent evidence from both animal and human studies suggests that the high doses of alloantigen involved in clinical transfusions induce a Th2 immune response, and the expected down regulation of the Th1 response (2, 3). The trauma of surgery alone causes Th1 responses, compatible with Matzinger's "danger" theory. Allogeneic transfusions also have been successfully used to treat two disease processes that likely represent overactive Th1 immunity in adults—repetitive spontaneous abortion (4) and rheumatoid arthritis (5). These observations in humans support the point made by the authors that manipulation of immunity in adults may be more feasible than previously believed on theoretical grounds.

Neil Blumberg
Blood Bank/Transfusion Medicine,
University of Rochester Medical Center,
Rochester, NY 14642, USA

Joanna M. Heal
Department of Medicine,
University of Rochester Medical Center
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Abelson on Nuclear Power

I was delighted to find the editorial "Nuclear power in East Asia" by Philip H. Abelson in the issue of 26 April (p. 465). During the last several years, I have opened each issue of Science to look first for an editorial by Abelson. Even with the many other assets of the magazine, Abelson's editorials stand out because of their singular societal value.

The members of AAAS and, for that matter, the people of the United States owe a debt of gratitude to Abelson, not only for his lifetime of public service through science, but also because of his insistence that we make sense when we think about major societal issues involving science and technology.

Abelson's moderate, rational voice, using relevant scientific data and speaking with the wisdom of a long life of public involvement, provides a model for us who would occasionally step outside the confines of our scientific disciplines and commit ourselves to serving the larger society and helping build a better world.

I hope Abelson's editorials will continue to appear frequently and that we all will do our part to help our fellow citizens, especially law- and policy-makers and members of the media, understand.

In doing so, we will honor Abelson in a manner he richly deserves.

Mike McCormack*
Institute for Science and Society,
707 North Pearl Street, Suite 1,
Ellensburg, WA 98926-2938, USA
E-mail: is@adsnet.net

*Member of the U.S. Congress (D-WA) from 1970 through 1980 and member of the AAAS Board of Directors during the 1970s.

Abelson provides interesting information regarding the growth of the nuclear industry in East Asia, along with comparisons to the "diminished" situation in the United States. The comparative data on reactor numbers, construction time, capacity, and design are enlightening. One issue not discussed by Abelson, however, is the disposal of nuclear waste from the many new reactors planned and recently built.

Gregory C. Pratt
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency,
Air Quality Division, 520 Lafayette Road,
St. Paul, MN 55155, USA
E-mail: gregory.pratt@pca.state.mn.us

Abelson remains crosswise with the majority view that disfavors nuclear power in the United States. Like his many negative editorials about the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's human health protection policies and regulations, his opinions on nuclear energy in the United States have long belonged in the Round File.

We've outlived the Manhattan Project, and the sooner that those who continue to champion nuclear power from that perspective acknowledge it, the better.

C. R. Malone
Nuclear Waste Project Office,
Agency for Nuclear Projects,
Capitol Complex,
Carson City, NV 89710, USA

"Obscure" Journal?

It is with some astonishment that I read in the Research News article "Superconductivity turns 10" by Robert F. Service (29 Mar., p. 1804) that J. Georg Bednorz and K. Alexander Muller "published a cautiously worded paper on 'Possible High Tc Superconductivity' in an obscure German physics journal . . ." (italics mine.

Isn't it astonishing that Heisenberg and others published their seminal works on quantum mechanics in the same "obscure" journal, Zeitschrift für Physik, admittedly many years ago?

Even leading physicists with English as their mother tongue, like P. A. M. Dirac and J. Bell, did not publish regularly in journals like Physical Review, as a recent article in Physics World [9 (no. 4), 3 (April 1996)] has pointed out: "Bell's most famous paper appeared in a journal called Physics, which is now defunct." Thus, there is scientific life even outside the prestigious journals.

Roland Rosenfelder
Paul Scherrer Institute,
CH-5232 Villigen PSI,
Switzerland
E-mail: rosenfelder@psi.ch

Corrections and Clarifications

In the News & Comment article "Clotting controversy" by Jock Friedly (29 Mar., p. 1800), the affiliation of George Broze should have been given as Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri.

Letters to the Editor

Letters may be submitted by e-mail (at science_letters@aaas.org), fax (202-789-4669), or regular mail (Science, 1200 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20005, USA). Letters are not routinely acknowledged. Full addresses, signatures, and daytime phone numbers should be included. Letters should be brief (300 words or less) and may be edited for reasons of clarity or space. They may appear in print and/or on the World Wide Web. Letter writers are not consulted before publication.
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Science Slighted in UN Habitat II Agenda

Many of the world's academies of science are upset that a United Nations (UN) meeting on improving global living standards has given science and technology the brush-off. They expressed their concerns as government representatives gathered this week in Istanbul for the UN's Conference on Human Settlements, also known as Habitat II. According to U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) leaders attending a meeting of 72 academies held in Istanbul in connection with the UN conference, the group drafting the Habitat II agenda included only one sentence of a paragraph on the importance of science and technology that the NAS and other academies had suggested 5 months ago. Chemist Sherwood Rowland, NAS foreign secretary, is concerned about the potential impact. "The framers of the 100-page agenda do not see that any major technological advances are needed for the amelioration of the problems of cities," Rowland says.

Last week, the academies signed a statement asking world leaders to give more attention to technical possibilities for improving the quality of life in urban areas—such as investing in better sanitation systems and using computers to track the course of infectious diseases. Rowland was to present the statement to a Habitat II committee this week. But even if wording is added to the document, he worries that the delegates' attitude could "undermine any effort to improve the quality of science and technology as applied to the problems of the cities."

Flouting Criticism, NBC Replays Origins Show

When a TV program called The Mysterious Origins of Man aired in February, scientists protested that it promoted pseudoscience and misled the public (Science, 8 March, p. 1357). The program, hosted by Charlton Heston, suggested among other things that evolution is a questionable theory, that human civilizations began more than 100 million years ago, and that scientists have conspired to suppress important archaeological evidence.

Now, it seems, the scientific outcry has backfired. The National Broadcasting Company (NBC) will air the show again on 8 June, and its press release uses the outrage of university professors as a selling point for this "program that dares to challenge accepted beliefs." The production company, B.C. Video Co., even has a World Wide Web site devoted to the controversy (and to selling videotapes) (http://rumba.ics.uci.edu:8080/ faqs/mom.html).

"It's a pathetic way to make a buck," says Jere Lipps, director of the Museum of Paleontology at the University of California, Berkeley. "The program's first showing made science teaching more difficult. ... Showing it again as science is irresponsible." David Schwimmer, a paleontologist at Columbus College in Georgia, says: "That anyone would nurture this level of ignorance is scary." Schwimmer has used the show as a teaching aid by analyzing the claims and evidence with students.

The show's independent producer, Bill Cote, says he and NBC are "shocked that scientists are overreacting," adding that "NBC's extensive legal department put us through the wringer until we presented a balanced view."

Bill Blocks Computer Purchase

Supercomputers, by definition, are the fastest machines in the world. But buying one can be excruciatingly slow if you're a federally funded research lab—especially if you choose not to buy American. Last week the saga of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder, Colorado, which had raised lawmakers' ire by considering a Japanese machine (Science, 17 May, p. 941), took another turn when legislators added language to a spending bill that would stop NCAR's funding agency, the National Science Foundation (NSF), from signing off on the deal.

NCAR researchers want the best tool for global climate modeling, while legislators want to prevent foreign companies from "dumping" products at below-market prices. On 17 May, NCAR announced it had picked the NEC Corp. of Japan, rejecting offers from U.S.-based Cray Research Inc. and another Japanese company. NCAR planned to negotiate a contract worth up to $35 million. But 3 days later, the Department of Commerce wrote to NSF that it believed the machine's cost of production "is substantially greater" than NEC's bid and that such a purchase would harm U.S. supercomputer makers. And on 30 May, the House panel that sets NSF's budget declared no money in the bill could be used to pay anyone who "approves a contract for the purchase or lease of a supercomputer"—if Commerce officials conclude it is being sold below fair-market value.

NCAR, on orders from NSF, is reviewing NEC's winning bid to see if it reflects the company's true costs. The Commerce investigation is continuing, says a spokesperson, and a positive finding could lead to fines against NEC. Meanwhile, NSF officials are seeking a compromise that will satisfy Congress and give researchers what they want.

Ariane 5 Failure Throws Euro Space Science Off Course

As Science went to press, Europe's Ariane 5 rocket had just pirouetted out of control during its maiden flight, forcing engineers to destroy it. The 4 June disaster could deal a double blow to European space science, setting back solar studies and indirectly affecting the international crewed space program.

When it went down, Ariane 5 took with it four satellites it was carrying into orbit as part of an ambitious project to study Earth's magnetosphere—the region around our planet which deflects particles from the solar wind (Science, 24 May, p. 1095). That mission is lost. And unless the Ariane 5 program can quickly get back on course, the failure could cast a shadow on Europe's participation in the International Space Station as well. That's because the cash-strapped European Space Agency had negotiated a deal with its partners—the United States, Canada, Japan, and Russia—in which ESA would pay its share of station operation costs not with cash, but with flights of Ariane 5, ferrying supplies to and from the station.

European space officials are trying to put a bright face on things, saying they hope to solve Ariane 5's problems before its next flight in the fall. "This was an experimental flight," French space minister François Fillon told a press conference at Ariane 5's launch site in French Guiana after the failure. "We are going right ahead to prepare the second launch."
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Bio-Scale Columns
These user-friendly columns provide high resolution and reproducibility. Also choose from Econo-Pac® and Poly-Prep® columns, empty and prefilled low pressure formats, biocompatible medium and high pressure columns, prepacked cartridges, and HPLC columns.
Linking Images to Answers

Video Documentation • Optically Enhanced Densitometry • Software Analysis Tools

New for 1996:

**Gel Documentation System:** NightHawk™ is a complete system including a bench top dark room, variable intensity UV and ng sensitivity. Mac or PC.

**For Species/Strain Identification:** Diversity Database™ software is used to analyze and database 1-D lanes and images.

**Diversity Database™ Software:**
- 1st True Image Linked Database Package
- 1st Multi Probe/Lane Sample Capability
- Multi Gel Comparison & Analysis
- Optional for NightHawk and 420oe™ Densitometer

**NightHawk™:**
- Video Documentation System for Ethidium Bromide Gels
- Simple user interface – prints in 30 seconds with 5 mouse clicks
- Many Mac and PC software options
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For Rapid Response:
Tel: 1.800.777.6834 • e-mail: sales@pdiq.com • Fax: 1.516.673.4502
CLONTECH's Enhanced GFP Vectors offer the most intense fluorescence and highest expression level of any GFP vectors currently available. Cells transfected with these vectors are up to 350-fold brighter than those transfected with wildtype GFP. The red-shifted excitation spectrum of EGFP makes these vectors ideal for FACS and fluorescence microscopy.

Enhanced GFP vectors contain a human-codon optimized GFP gene with the brightest chromophore mutations described by Cormack et al. (Gene, in press). We have designed vectors to facilitate making N-terminal & C-terminal EGFP fusions and test transcription elements. Cells transfected with enhanced GFP are brighter than cells transfected with any other GFP variant (see FACS analysis on left).

Available only from CLONTECH.
Combined Reporter Gene Assay for Luciferase and β-Galactosidase

Dual-Light™ is the first luminescent reporter gene assay designed for the detection of luciferase and β-galactosidase in a single extract sample. Dual-Light™ combines two assays into one (experimental and control reporter genes are assayed in a single tube), enabling greater precision in the normalization of transfection efficiency than can be achieved with separate assays.

Dual-Light’s high sensitivity is ideal for the detection of low levels of reporter gene products produced from weak promoters and poorly transfected cell lines. The entire assay is completed in less than one hour. Colorimetric and isotopic reporter gene assays cannot rival the dynamic range of Dual-Light, which enables accurate measurement of luciferase and β-galactosidase concentrations over seven orders of magnitude, from the femtogram to the nanogram range.
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Quantitative PCR with Luminescence

PCR-Light™ is a rapid and sensitive system for the quantitation of PCR products. Due to the high sensitivity of chemiluminescence, detection can be performed during the exponential phase of amplification resulting in accurate quantitation of initial target over a wide concentration range. PCR-Light is particularly useful in virus and RNA quantitation assays. PCR-Light eliminates problems due to detection of primer-dimer artifacts. Results are obtained in approximately 3 hours. The assay is performed in microplate or coated bead formats.
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“Brighter” Luminescent Alkaline Phosphatase Substrate - CDP-Star™

CDP-Star™ alkaline phosphatase substrate is ideal for chemiluminescent Southern and western blotting and immunoassays. CDP-Star offers up to 10-fold greater signal intensity than other alkaline phosphatase substrates, enabling shorter film exposures ranging from 1 second to 15 minutes. CDP-Star generates a long-lived signal which persists from hours to days, enabling multiple re-exposures and easy control over signal-to-noise. The high intensity, prolonged signal makes CDP-Star ideal for phosphor screen and CCD camera imaging. CDP-Star offers high sensitivity in both blotting and immunoassay applications.
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The world of SCIENCE... On-line every week!

- SCIENCE Table of Contents
- The SCIENCE Editorial
- This Week in SCIENCE
- Beyond the Printed Page: On-line interactive projects & articles
- Abstracts of research articles
- Synopsis of news stories
- SCIENCE Global Career Network: On-line classified advertising
- The SCIENCE Electronic Marketplace: On-line product information
After 20 procedures and 36 hours, this slide should be ready to examine.

If the section hasn’t slipped off.

You’ve carefully selected tissue. Painstakingly fixed it, processed it, embedded it in paraffin or plastic, sectioned it and put it on slides. Then you’ve subjected the sections to a difficult and time-consuming protocol. Finally, it’s ready for study. Except that the sections have slipped off the slide!

If you’ve experienced the frustration of folded or lost sections, you should know about new SectionLock™ slides from Polysciences. Treated with a specially formulated aminoalkylsilane, they provide a positively-charged surface which permits covalent coupling of negatively-charged tissue sections. The result is a firm bond that stands up even to the very aggressive solutions used in In-Situ Hybridization procedures. Color-coded, SectionLock slides are ready for instant use and need no activation. Call Polysciences today at 1-800-523-2575 for ordering information or to request our Particle, Polymer/Monomer, Microscopy/Histology or Biochemicals catalog.

Polysciences, Inc.

Polysciences, Inc. • 400 Valley Road • Warrington, PA 18976
1-800-523-2575 FAX: 1-800-343-3291 E-Mail polysci@tigger.jvnc.net

Discover New Effective Drugs For Human Cancer

METAMOUSE™

- Evaluates all anti-tumor and anti-metastatic therapeutics
- Replicates human clinical responses including metastasis
- More clinically relevant than subcutaneous or transgenic models
- Same-organ tumor transplantation: fresh patient tumors or established lines
- All major cancer types available
- Contract research or models available for shipment

Hoffman, R. Orthotopic or orthotopic? why orthotopic transplant metastatic models are different from all others. F. Cell Biol. Biochem. 9, 7-8 (1994)

For more information call:
Tel-(800) 511-2555 • Tel-(619) 654-2555 • Fax-(619) 268-4175

7917 Ostrow Street Anticancer INCORPORATED San Diego, CA 92111, USA
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The Kinetic City Super Crew is an award winning radio drama for kids, broadcast nationally each week. Join the Crew as they travel the world using teamwork to solve science mysteries.

To find out where Kinetic City Super Crew airs in your area, or to hear the hands-on experiment of the week, call: 1-800-877-CREW

ORDER AN EPISODE ON CASSETTE

"Concrete Jungle, or the Case of the City Safari." Take a nature hike in New York City with the Crew and discover that wild animals are as plentiful in the Big Apple as they are in the jungle.

Tapes are only $7.95 (residents of CA and Washington, DC add appropriate sales tax). Make checks payable to AAAS and send to:

Kinetic City Super Crew
AAAS Department 1
1333 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005

Check out our web site:
http://www.aaas.org/KCSuper

Kinetic City Super Crew is a production of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Funding is provided by the National Science Foundation and support from other contributors.
Equilibrium Binding Measurements In Solution...In Seconds

Perfect for Measuring Protein-DNA and Protein-Protein Binding, Performing Sensitive Enzyme and Drug Screening Assays, as well as Total and Sequence-Specific DNA Quantitation.

The Beacon® 2000 Fluorescence Polarization System accurately measures equilibrium binding directly in solution, with as little as 10 femtomoles/ml of fluorescently labeled sample. Data points are obtained every few seconds and the Beacon® system provides:

- Variable Temperature Control from 0°C - 65°C, for precise measurement of temperature-dependent reactions
- External Filter Holders for easy interchange of λ filters, allowing use of different fluorophores
- Low Sample Volume Requirement, from 100 μl to 1 ml

Example Application: Equilibrium Binding Measurement of Estrogen Receptor (ER) to the Estrogen Response Element (ERE) using the Beacon® 2000 System. Under the Conditions of this Experiment, the Calculated Kd=10 nM

Estrogen Receptor Binding to Estrogen Response Element

In Japan, Contact TaKaRa-Shuzo, Ltd. at Otsu, Shiga, Japan, Phone: +81 775-43-7247, Fax: +81 775-43-9245

In the USA and Canada
PanVera Corporation
545 Science Drive • Madison, WI 53711 USA
Phone: 608-233-5050 • Fax: 608-233-3007
E-mail: info@panvera.com
Internet Homepage: http://www.panvera.com/
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PRODUCTS & MATERIALS

Luminometer
The TD-20/20 Luminometer detects down to 0.1 fg of luciferase and has a dynamic range of 10^3 or better using a range-extending filter. The TD-20/20 calculates sample average and variance for up to 20 replicate samples. ASCII data output is transmitted through an RS-232 serial port to a printer or computer. Optional internal autoinjectors provide user-programmable single or dual injection of reagents. The unique sample compartment accommodates culture dishes, test tubes, microfuge tubes, scintillation vials, and solids of various shapes and sizes. Turner Designs. Circle 137.

Karyotyping Software
Oncor Karyotype is a software package for Macintosh or IBM-compatible computers to augment or replace manual karyotyping methods or to work in conjunction with fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis. It can also be configured as a complete system with a high-resolution digital camera or a less expensive video camera. Oncor. Circle 138.

Statistical Software
Unistat is statistical software for life sciences and biomedical research. Version 4.0 integrates seamlessly with the Microsoft Office suite of programs via OLE2 automa-

tion. A stand-alone statistical package, it also functions as a Microsoft Excel add-in. It is possible to start Excel with Unistat menus and toolbar, process data in Excel, and run Unistat just like an Excel Wizard. Unistat. Circle 139.

DNA Ligation and Screening Kit
The Ligator Rapid DNA Ligation and Screening Kit reduces the time needed to clone DNA fragments and identify recombinants. The ligation of inserts containing cohesive overhangs or blunt ends can be performed with high efficiency in just 5 min at room temperature. Ligation of polymerase chain reaction products with A-overhangs into T-vectors can be performed in 1 hour at 16°C. Following ligation and transformation, the Ligator in-well lysis screening technique allows screening of colonies for insert-containing plasmids in less than 1 day without having to isolate DNA and perform restriction digests. Epicentre Technologies. Circle 140.

Sequencing Primers
A new line of sequencing primers is designed for polymerase chain reaction or cycle sequencing reactions. The line includes several newly optimized longer oligonucleotides. The lyophilized primers are available in two sizes (30.0 or 6.6 µg). CyberSyn. Circle 141.

Automated Immunostaining System
Leica's ST5050 Immunostainer and Zymed's HistoST5050 reagents form a flexible and reproducible immunostaining system for general immunohistochemistry applications. Leica's ST5050 is a second-generation automated immunostaining instrument based on the proven Jung Histostainer Ig technology. Up to 10 programs can be run simultaneously.

Improve your image by illustrating your scientific data with publication-quality graphs. Whether for journals, grants, or to demonstrate the results of your analysis, you'll find the easy-to-use SigmaPlot scientific software the tool for you.

Powerful graphing flexibility
This powerful, award-winning program gives you stunning customized graphs that will show off your work in ways that plain text and graphs from spreadsheets simply cannot touch. With SigmaPlot, you have the flexibility to create graphs that communicate your scientific studies clearly and concisely. And with amazing ease.

Experience from the experienced
Thousands of your colleagues have already seen how SigmaPlot can help them create compelling graphs - like the one shown here. Researchers. Technicians. Professors. Scientists. Engineers. Over 100,000 of them! They've all come to rely on SigmaPlot for their publication-quality graphs.

To find out how you, too, can improve your image and illustrate your research data using SigmaPlot, call Jandel Scientific Software today. Ask for your copy of our FREE full-color brochure.

1-800-452-6335 (International calls: 415-453-6700)

New versions for Macintosh* and Windows® 3.1, NT, and 95

Jandel
Scientific Software
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Newly offered instrumentation, apparatus, and laboratory materials of interest to researchers in all disciplines in academic, industrial, and government organizations are featured in this space. Emphasis is given to purpose, chief characteristics, and availability of products and materials. Endorsement by Science or AAAS is not implied. Additional information may be obtained from the manufacturers or suppliers named by circling the appropriate number on the Readers' Service Card and placing it in a mailbox. Postage is free.